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SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION: 

“Jurisdiction, once challenged, is to be proven, not by the court, but by the party 

attempting to assert jurisdiction. The burden of proof of jurisdiction lies with the 

asserter. The court is only to rule on the sufficiency of the proof tendered.” See, 

“McNutt v. General Motors Acceptance Corp, 298 U.S. 178 (1936). The origins of 

this doctrine of law may be found in “MAXFIELD v. LEVY, 4 U.S. 330 (1797), 4 

U.S. 330 (Dall.) 2 Dall. 381 2 U.S. 381 1 L.Ed. 424 

 

When filing a counterclaim does that mean their claim is no longer active? 

 

Yes.  They temporarily lose jurisdiction because in the first cause of action the 

question of jurisdiction is the issue.  They must prove they have jurisdiction 

before they may proceed. 

"However late this objection has been made, or may be made in any cause, in an inferior 

or appellate court of the United States, it must be considered and decided, before any 

court can move one further step in the cause; as any movement is necessarily the exercise 

of jurisdiction. Jurisdiction is the power to hear and determine the subject matter in 

controversy between parties to a suit, to adjudicate or exercise any judicial power over 

them; the question is, whether on the case before a court, their action is judicial or extra-

judicial; with or without the authority of law, to render a judgment or decree upon the 

rights of the litigant parties. If the law confers the power to render a judgment or decree, 

then the court has jurisdiction; what shall be adjudged or decreed between the parties, 

and with which is the right of the case, is judicial action, by hearing and determining it. 6 

Peters, 709; 4 Russell, 415; 3 Peters, 203-7"; Cited by STATE OF RHODE ISLAND v. 

COM. OF MASSACHUSETTS, 37 U.S. 657, 718 (1838) 

 

If they proceed without proving their jurisdiction to the counterclaiming court, then 

the proceedings from that point onward are void. 
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"Where a Court has jurisdiction, it has a right to decide every question which occurs in 

the cause; and whether its decision be correct or otherwise, its judgment, until reversed, 

is regarded as binding in every other Court. But, if it acts without authority, its judgments 

and orders are regarded as nullities. They are not voidable, but simply void; and form no 

bar to a recovery sought, even prior to a reversal, in opposition to them. They constitute 

no justification; and all persons concerned in executing such judgments or sentences, are 

considered, in law, as trespassers."  Elliott v Peirsol, 1 Pet. 328, 340, 26 U.S. 328, 340, 

7L.Ed. 164 (1828) 

 

However, they are law breakers, and they typically attempt to proceed anyway.  

So, sometimes you have to deal with them with a counterclaim, writ of error, or 

contempt. 

 

"No officer can acquire jurisdiction by deciding he has it. The officer, whether 
judicial or ministerial, decides at his own peril."  Middleton v. Low (1866), 30 C. 
596, citing Prosser v. Secor (1849), 5 Barb.(N.Y) 607, 608. 
 

"But where the question upon which the jurisdiction depends is one of law purely 
the jurisdiction over the subject matter is always open to collateral inquiry ...”   
Grannis v. Superior Court, 146 Cal. 245 [79 P. 891, 106 Am.St.Rep. 23]  
 

QUALIBET JURISDICTIO CANCELLOS SUOS HABET. Jenk. Cent. 137.  
"Every jurisdiction has its own bounds". subject-matter jurisdiction is determined 
from the pleadings. Simpson v. State, 310 Ark. 493, 837 S.W.2d 475 (1992). 
  

"Jurisdiction of the person and of the subject matter is not alone conclusive [and] 
the jurisdiction of the court to make or render the order or judgment" depends 
upon due observance of the constitutional rights of the accused. 25 Am.Jur., 
Habeas Corpus, sec. 27, p. 161. See also Palmer v. Ashe, [342 U.S. 134, 72 
S.Ct. 191, 96 L.Ed. 154]. 
 

"Jurisdiction cannot be assumed by a district court nor conferred by agreement of 
parties, but it is incumbent upon plaintiff to allege in clear terms, the necessary 
facts showing jurisdiction which must be proved by convincing evidence."  
Harris v. American Legion, 162 F. Supp. 700.  
[See also McNutt v.General Motors Acceptance, 56 S. Ct. 780.] [Italics added].  
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“Proceedings in a court are legally void where there is an absence of 

jurisdiction.” Scott v. McNeal 154 US 34; Re: Bonner, 151 US 242.; 

 

“Once challenged, jurisdiction cannot be ‘assumed’ it must be proved to exist”.  

Stuck v Medical Eaminers, 94 Ca.2d 751,  211 P. 2s 389  

 

“Jurisdiction once challenged cannot be assumed and must be decided”.  

Main v. Thiboutot,  100 S.Ct. 2502  

 

“No sanction can be imposed absent proof of jurisdiction”.  

Stanard v. Olesen,  74 S. Ct. 768  

 

“The law requires proof of jurisdiction to appear on the record of the 

administrative agency and all administrative proceedings”.  Hagans v. Lavine,  

415 U.S. 533  

 

“If any tribunal finds absence of proof of jurisdiction over person and subject 

matter, the case must be dismissed”. Louisville Rail Road v. Motley,  211 U.S. 

149,  29 S.Ct. 42  

 

 

SEVEN ELEMENTS OF JURISDICTION: 

There are seven elements of jurisdiction and every element MUST be met in 

order for the court to proceed. 

1. The accused must be properly identified, identified in such a fashion there is 

no room for mistaken identity. The individual must be singled out from all others; 

otherwise, anyone could be subject to arrest and trial without benefit of "wrong 

party" defense. Almost always, the means of identification is a person's proper 

name, BUT ANY MEANS OF IDENTIFICATION IS EQUALLY VALID IF SAID 
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MEANS DIFFERENTIATES THE ACCUSED WITHOUT DOUBT. (There is no 

constitutionally valid requirement you must identify yourself, see 4th Amendment; 

also see, Brown vs. Texas, 443 US 47 and Kolender v. Lawson 461 US 352.) 

2. The statute of offense must be identified by its proper or common name. A 

number is insufficient. Today, a citizen may stand in jeopardy of criminal 

sanctions for alleged violation of statutes, regulations, or even low-level 

bureaucratic orders (example: colorado National Monument Superintendent's 

Orders regarding an unleashed dog or a dog defecating on a trail). If a number 

were to be deemed sufficient, government could bring new and different charges 

at any time by alleging clerical error. For any act to be triable as an offense, it 

must be declared to be a crime. Charges must negate any exception forming part 

of the statutory definition of an offense, by affirmative non-applicability. In other 

words, any charge must affirmatively negate any exception found in the law. 

3. The acts of alleged offense must be described in non-prejudicial language and 

detail so as to enable a person of average intelligence to understand nature of 

charge (to enable preparation of defense); the actual act or acts constituting the 

offense complained of. The charge must not be described by parroting the 

statute; not by the language of same. The naming of the acts of the offense 

describes a specific offense whereas the verbiage of a statute describes only a 

general class of offense. Facts must be stated. Conclusions cannot be 

considered in the determination of probable cause. 

4. The accuser must be named. He/she may be an officer or a third party, but 

some positively identifiable person (human being) must accuse; some certain 

person must take responsibility for the making of the accusation, not an agency 

or an institution. This is the only valid means by which a citizen may begin to face 

his accuser. Also, the injured party (corpus delicti) must make the accusation. 

Hearsay evidence may not be provided. Anyone else testifying that they heard 

that another party was injured does not qualify as direct evidence. 
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5. The accusation must be made under penalty of perjury. If perjury cannot reach 

the accuser, there is no accusation. Otherwise, anyone may accuse another 

falsely without risk. 

6. To comply with the five elements above, that is for the accusation to be valid, 

the accused must be accorded due process. Accuser must have complied with 

law, procedure and form in bringing the charge. This includes court-determined 

probable cause, summons and notice procedure. If lawful process may be 

abrogated in placing a citizen in jeopardy, then any means may be utilized to 

deprive a man of his freedom, and all dissent may be stifled by utilization of 

defective process. 

"The essential elements of due process are notice and an opportunity to defend.” 

Simon v. Craft, 182 US 427. 

"One is not entitled to protection unless he has reasonable cause to apprehend 

danger from a direct answer. The mere assertion of a privilege does not 

immunize him; the court must determine whether his refusal is justified, and may 

require that he is mistaken in his refusal.” Hoffman v. United States, 341 U.S. 

479 (1951) 

7. The court must be one of competent jurisdiction. To have valid process, the 

tribunal must be a creature of its constitution, in accord with the law of its 

creation, i.e., Article III judge. 

Lacking any of the seven elements or portions thereof, (unless waived, 

intentionally or unintentionally) all designed to ensure against further prosecution 

(double jeopardy); it is the defendant's duty to inform the court of facts alleged for 

determination of sufficiency to support conviction, should one be obtained. 

Otherwise, there is no lawful notice, and charge must be dismissed for failure to 

state an offense. Without lawful notice, there is no personal jurisdiction and all 

proceedings prior to filing of a proper trial document in compliance with the seven 

elements is void. A lawful act is always legal but many legal acts by government 

are often unlawful. Most bureaucrats lack elementary knowledge and incentive to 
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comply with the mandates of constitutional due process. They will make 

mistakes. Numbers beyond count have been convicted without benefit of 

governmental adherence to these seven elements. Today, informations are being 

filed and prosecuted by "accepted practice" rather than due process of law. 

“Jurisdiction, once challenged, is to be proven, not by the court, but by the party 

attempting to assert jurisdiction. The burden of proof of jurisdiction lies with the 

asserter. The court is only to rule on the sufficiency of the proof tendered.” See, 

McNutt v. General Motors Acceptance Corp, 298 U.S. 178 (1936). The origins of 

this doctrine of law may be found in MAXFIELD v. LEVY, 4 U.S. 330 (1797), 4 

U.S. 330 (Dall.) 2 Dall. 381 2 U.S. 381 1 L.Ed. 424 


